
As Architects, lovers of maps and ‘physical
novelists”(1) our research forms part of a wider
project called ‘Island City of Stories’(2) in which
narratives(3) are used to inform architectural
proposals.

This research shares aspects of our co-
production, drawing and making in response to
the hidden history of stay and corset
manufacture within Portsmouth which
historically has had a romantic image as a great
defended naval port.(4)

This research uses the ‘Forts’ and ‘Corsets’ as a
lens to reveal the city. We draw literal
interpretation and metaphorical exploration
from the essence of ‘corset’ and the structures
of the fortified island city, using both in literary
and visual analysis.

Our methodology considers layering
archaeologies, sampling stories and drawing-
out narratives.

The corset is used as a lens to reveal real and
imagined narratives within the city in a visceral
way, through making and drawing.

Exploring and moving from 2D to 3D, from
Globe to Corset, from Harbour to Body, from
Terrace to zip. De-constructing, re-assembling
layering and re-layering, inverting and
unravelling forms to make patterns for both
corset and ravelin.

We wish to expose our working methods for
discussion and collaboration.

The 
Portsmouth 
Corset 
Dialogue
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Conclusion: This ongoing research illustrated how sampling
stories from a historical narrative can be used as a lens
through which to explore spatial interpretations of the city. In
the case of this poster, corsets and bastions. We also show
how shifting in scales through narrative informs how we
reveal the city. The interrelationships between collective
memory/ spatial identity, stories and architecture within the
city combine these two narratives, masculine and feminine,
hidden and motif.

• Stay and Corset manufacture was a significant driver for Portsmouth’s 
economy in the 19th and 20th centuries. It supplied national & European 
markets. Corset were everyday garments for both men and woman.

• The manufacture of stays and corsets uses a principally female labour force..

The wives of sailors and dockyard workers provided a pool of cheap labour.

• At its height of manufacture  45% of Portsmouth’s working population 
(1911) were involved in manufacture of apparel that included stay making.

• Voller’s was established in 1889. Until 2020 it remained as the only corset 
manufacturer in Portsmouth. Since 2020 the manufacturing has relocated 
to Chichester. As. Company they use 50 Historic patterns.

CONTEXT: Island City of Portsmouth                                                    City of Makers:  Corset & Stay Manufacture      

• Portsmouth is the only island city in the UK a point of strategic 
importance and home to the fleet of the Royal Naval.  

• Shown on the oldest surviving route map of Great Britain the Gough 
Map (5), as a seaport, historically and today, Portsmouth has always 
constituted a navigating point, a point of arrival and departure.

• Defended by a ring of 46 Palmerston’s ‘Folies’(6) act as defensive line 
guarding the strategic importance of the Solent and Portsmouth 
Harbour.

• The Dockyard was the single most important employer on Portsea 
Island during the 19 and 20th centuries. 

Containment: The cities defences and the
dockyard wall contain, define and protect the
city and edge. The wall has significance to
Portsmouth Dockyard, as demonstrates both
the security required by the Dockyard, its
military importance. The corset contains and
restrains and feminising form it a garment that
setting out to discipline the female body and
provides it a structure. The corset defined
social condition as did the dockyard wall.Informing the body/city: The corset physically

and metaphorically supports and informs the
body. Without it the corset has no three-
dimensional form. The outputs exposed and
emphasised contour and edge. Military and
masculine, these structures in both form and
scale contrast the domestic and the body -
scale shift from city to house to body.

Deconstructing the city: Unpicking the corset
into it constituent parts - zip, boning, eyelet,
panels and unravelled the bastions -
embrasure, terreplein, ravelin, talus we
explored the power in describing the corset
using bastion vocabulary and the corset
through the language of defence.
Representing both as a form of pattern.

The Gendered City: Metaphor and allusion,
architecture and stitch. The city defence
structures are by their nature aggressive and
masculine, whilst the naval ships tended to
feminine names due to their historical
association with goddesses where names were
given after mortal women and the harbours and
tributaries also attributed as feminine as shown
in the Poly-Albion map(11) represents
Portsmouth as one of 3 islands dominated by
female figures appearing to protect the islands.
The gendered nature of urban forms and
narratives contrast to the structured dress
making and hidden domesticity of the corset
making.

Constructed & Constrained: A corset gives the
wearer a feminine silhouette its structure and
assembly is complex masculine, robust and
constructed. Metal boning(12) forms a structure
(armature) that constrains the wearer. The
anatomy of a corset is complex as is the city and
its layers.

Inverted city: Revealing layers of research and
mimicked the xray of the INFORMED body within
the corset. De-constructing, re-assembling
layering and re-layering, inverting and
unravelling shapes to make patterns for both
corset and ravelin.

The city as body: The body and harbour were
explored as a body of water - literal and
metaphorical uses of the term ‘body’. The
harbour mouth is a point of restraint of a body
of water (both natural and constructed) but
also as a moment of strategic protection(10).
Surrounding the harbour is a necklace of forts
protecting the harbour. A parallel can be drawn
between this idea and the act of putting on
and constraining the body within a corset in
both form and process. Comparison was drawn
between the mapped forms within the city and
its edge and the body or bodies of water and
bodies contained within space (corset) and
harbour.

Patterns in the city: Contrasting the defensive
motifs of ravelins and bastions that protect the
harbour, military and masculine, these
structures in both form and scale contrast the
domestic and the body allowing a scale shift.
from city to terrace to house to body. Weaving
together of architectural urban structures,
texture of the city and the fabrication of the
corset. Pattern is always there .... somewhere
with 50 corset styles (Vollers) and 46 fort
patterns were explored

The dialogue intertwines through gender, with
the Navy and the naval wives, employed at
home to make the corsets worn throughout
the empire, protected by that Navy.

Mapping Narratives: We mapped the locations
of the corset makers, spread out within the
city, we drew and modelled the defensive
enclosures of the bastions and ravelins. Moving
onto the scale of the domestic terrace and
corset itself, starting to contrast and overlay
scales together on layered drawings and
enhanced mappings, part vs whole. Corset
makers manufacture was found at domestic
addresses scattered around the city with a
number of main factories. Manufacture
involved the ‘putting-out system’.(8) Often
involving whole families. who were paid a
family wage

LAYERING ARCHAEOLOGIES
Exposing the city through mapping to reveal the 
rich palimpsest of experiences(7).

SAMPLING STORIES
To bring meaning to place by 
exploring a cities ‘traces’ of the past, 
present and future narratives.

DRAWING-OUT
Utilising drawing as a tool 
to reveal spatial potentials 
of narratives.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Johnathan Hill. 2019. The Architecture of Ruins: Designs on the Past, Present and Future. New 

York, Routledge

2. We use Italo Calvino's notion of ‘the city of …’ to explore specific narrative themes and from 

this consider Portsmouth as a city of memory & bastion, a city of edges, of makers, of 

experience, of navigation & new horizons.

3. Considers narrative structure where the strata of the story (as discussed by Barthes. 1966. 

:237-272. ) reveals both its deeper structure and meaning, our practice peels back layers of the 

City and its archaeology to reveal and fill in the gaps in the maps.

4. Riley, R. (1974). The Portsmouth Corset Industry, in J. B. Bradbeer (Ed.) Portsmouth 

Geographical Essays, 1. Portsmouth: Portsmouth Polytechnic.

5. The Bodleian Library (c 1300). Gough Map http://www.goughmap.org/ (accessed: 20 March 

2021)

6. 'Palmerston's Follies’ was a term used by the press in the mid 1860’s to refer to a series of forts

built at the instigation of Lord Palmerston, the First Lord of the Treasury. Built to to defend a

number of key areas of the British, Irish, and Channel Islands' coastline, particularly the area

around military bases. The costs and program escalated, and a number were unused, hence

being terms ‘follies’. Built between 1865 and 1880.

7. Sébastien Caquard & William Cartwright. 2014. From Mapping Stories to the Narrative of Maps 

and Mapping, The Cartographic Journal, The World of Mapping. Vol.51, 2014. 

8. where agents deliver ‘raw materials’ to people’s houses and collected fully or partly finished 

garments.

9. Wages were very low. to involve the whole family as discussed in the Portsmouth Papers of July 

1976. 

10. Ports are not only places of refuge and protection to safe waters they are also points that

require strategic protection as well as points of arrival and departures for people and goods.

11. Poly - Olbion map by engraver William Hole - Portsmouth and its siblings.

12. The design of the ‘spirella’ was specialist spiral metal boning within the corset.
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